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1. Introduction

The development of nano-patterned membranes and nanowires (NW) is based on the interest in basic and applied research ranging from spintronics [Fert, 2008], chemical [Casanova et al., 2008], biosensing [Orosco et al., 2009; Pacholski et al., 2006], semiconductor [Yang, et al., 2010] and microwave applications [Darques et al., 2009] among others [Ferain & Legras, 2009]. In particular, the study and applications of NWs has grown extensively during the last decades. One possibility to fabricate NWs is based on electron beam lithography leading to well defined structures of no less than \(~\sim\)100nm lateral size. In contrast with this technique there are other possibilities to generate nanoporous templates based on chemical or in physicochemical techniques [Pirota et al., 2010]. One of these uses energetic heavy-ion particle beams impinging on a polymer membrane and subsequent chemical etching [Fert & Piraux, 1999]. Such membranes are commercially available with varying diameters and pore-density. Also a two-step anodization process [Masuda & Fukuda, 1995; Nielsch et al., 2001] of aluminum leads to self-organized pores of amorphous anodized aluminum oxide (AAO) with a hexagonal order over relatively large regions (1-2\,\mu m). The pores align perpendicular to the substrate and remain separated from each other. These AAO templates can be prepared using different solutions and conditions of anodization, leading to varying diameters (20nm -110 nm), separation (65 - 500nm), and degree of order [Niesch et al., 2001; Vázquez et al, 2004]. These templates were used for growing by electrodeposition the Ni NWs that are the subject of this chapter.

Ferromagnetic NW can be approximated as uniformly magnetized single domains with reversal mechanisms that depend on the wire diameter [Hertel & Kirschner, 2004]. The magnetic characteristic of a NW array depends crucially on its effective anisotropy. The anisotropy measurement, its origin, and possible ways of modifying it, are of large interest in basic research and applications.

For the characterization of magnetic NW arrays ferromagnetic resonance (FMR) is an excellent technique as it yields direct information about the uniform precession mode.
which can be related to the average anisotropy magnitude [De La Torre Medina et al., 2010; Encinas-Oropesa et al., 2001; Ramos et al., 2004a; 2004b]. Its variation on the sample that may be related to anisotropy fluctuations and/or to other relaxation routes. Other excitations, related to spin-waves or surface modes can also be studied by FMR in nanowires [Kraus et al., 2011].

In the present chapter we deal with some of the relevant aspects associated to FMR studies of NW arrays. We will start describing briefly the preparation method, its structural characterization, the magnetic characterization (Scanning Electron Microscopy, SEM, Atomic Force Microscopy, AFM, and X-ray diffraction, dc Magnetometry, Magnetic Force Microscopy, MFM, and FMR). In this sense we will show how the magnetic anisotropy is extracted from the experiment, the information involved in the linewidth regarding alignment and order/disorder contribution.

Magnetic Nanoparticles (MNPs) manifest a crossover from superparamagnetic-regime to blocked-regime which is observed at low temperatures and low fields, when the magnetic anisotropy barrier becomes comparable with the thermal fluctuation energy within a time-interval of measurement [Brown, 1963]. As magnetic NWs have a magnetic anisotropy much larger than the thermal energy, they represent ideal systems to study FMR in “blocked” systems, in the same sense this word is used for MNPs. Indeed, all particles with a substantial uniaxial anisotropy should behave in a very similar way to this magnetic NW as long as they can be considered as single-domain, which is a characteristic of small MNPs. As there has been many publications pointing to the effect this “blocking” has on the FMR spectra in MNPs we will treat these concepts relating the NW magnetization and FMR of these model systems. In doing this we hope to contribute to understand the relation between “blocking” and its effect on the FMR spectra.

### 2. Sample preparation and characterization

Highly-ordered AAO membranes were prepared by two-step anodization process of a high purity Al foil [Masuda & Fukuda, 1995]. In this way it is obtained a self-organized nanostructured template with high density of uniform parallel cylindrical pores aligned perpendicular to the surface. Varying the anodizing conditions the pore diameters can be changed between roughly 10 and 200 nm. Except otherwise indicated the anodization of the samples presented here was performed in a 0.3 M oxalic acid solution at 2°C temperature under an applied potential of 40 V. A two-step anodization process allows us to obtain large scale polycrystalline array of the nanopores. (Fig. 1) The first anodization step in our samples lasted 24h (SNi) and 3h (SA) and is schematically drawn in Fig. 1b. This first AAO is eliminated by chemical etching of the AAO and the Al is exposed to a second anodization step performed for a few hours to produce the desired AAO template. The AAO obtained is then characterized by the presence of an array of self-ordered nanopores with a diameter of ~ 35 nm arranged in a dense hexagonal lattice with a parameter ~ 105 nm. The length of the nanopores, depends on the second anodization step duration. The AAO is then used as a template for the growth of the metallic NW by electrodeposition. However, the presence of an insulating alumina barrier-layer at the bottom of each nanopore prevents a direct deposition of material. Therefore, a suitable chemical process is used to reduce the thickness of the barrier-layer, resulting in the formation of dendrites, thus enabling the subsequent filling of pores with Ni by a pulsed-
The pore filling-factor in the untreated AAO is close to 10% and can be increased by chemical treatments. Using pulsed electrodeposition these nanopores can be filled with a magnetic (Fe, Co, Ni) or non-magnetic metal. For this chapter we will deal with electrodeposited Ni NWs of typical lengths 3μm (SNi) and 1μm (SA). The typical aspect ratio (length/diameter) are close 80 (SNi) and 30 (SA). Ni NWs have a very small crystalline anisotropy as compared to the shape anisotropy which is, in magnetic field units, close 3 kOe for large aspect ratios (the shape anisotropy saturates rapidly for aspect ratios larger than 5 [Cullity 1972]). This relatively small anisotropy field makes these samples very suitable for studying with FMR.

![Diagram of Anodic Aluminum Oxide (AAO) template and the steps involved in the preparation of nanowires](image)

**Fig. 1.** Schematic representation of the Anodic Aluminum Oxide (AAO) template and the steps involved in the preparation of nanowires (after [Pirota et al, 2004]).

### 2.1 Structure

In Fig 2 we present the X-Ray diffraction scan of a Ni-electrodeposited NW array into a porous AAO membrane. We observe the crystalline Al peaks corresponding to the substrate and some broad and sharp peaks corresponding to the Ni NW. The nanoporous AAO
contributes to the broad background centred at $20 \sim 25^\circ$, indicating its amorphous structure. This AAO has not the structure or properties of the crystalline phases of $\text{Al}_2\text{O}_3$, such as the $\gamma\text{-Al}_2\text{O}_3$ or the high-temperature phase of $\alpha\text{-Al}_2\text{O}_3$. Note that the Ni NWs are strongly textured along a generic [110] direction. This texture is also observed in NWs grown in AAO templates produced under sulphuric acid (with pore diameter $\phi \sim 20$nm) and oxalic acid ($\phi \sim 35$nm). We observed no preferential orientation for the AAO-template produced using phosphoric acid ($\phi \sim 180$nm) [Vassallo Brigneti 2009]. This possibly indicates a correlation of pore diameter with preferential orientation.

![XRD scan of a Ni NW array electroposited into an AAO membrane grown under oxalic acid. Most visible are the Al peaks from the substrate. The Ni NW grow with a $<110>$ preferential orientation.](image)

**2.2 Surface microscopy characterization**

In Figure 3 we show some of the SEM, AFM and MFM images of the samples used in this work. As mentioned previously, this figure shows that the AAO self organize into crystals of 1-2 $\mu$m$^2$ and the filling by the magnetic NW is almost perfect, to judged from the SEM image (top left) and MFM image (bottom right). Note the remarkable alignment of the AAO nanopores (up right) where a side view of the sample is presented. The detail of the AFM image (bottom left), as well as the SEM image, indicate some minor irregularities in the cylindrical shape of the NWs which is related with the hexagonal crystal deformation, as a
detailed study has shown [Vassallo Brigneti, 2009]. The MFM image, obtained in the remanent state after saturation (Fig 3a bottom right) shows the presence of some NWs clusters with reversed magnetization, seemingly due to the magnetic dipolar interaction between the wires (bright yellow in the image), yet most of the wires point on a preferential direction, which is consistent with the average magnetization in this system (see Fig. 4 below). The dark spots or clusters indicated the presence of NWs with reverse magnetization.

Fig. 3. (a) Top left: SEM top view of sample SNi. The clear dots are the Ni NWs. The hexagonal crystalline order extends through 1-2 μm². Top right: side view of the columnar shape of the AAO matrix Bottom left: AFM image Bottom right: (MFM) image performed on the remanent state after saturation (obtained with a Nanoscope IV). The dark spots correspond to inversely polarized NWs. Only a small portion of the wires display inversion. From images like these we estimate the NW diameter, \( d \sim (37 \pm 4)\) nm and interwire separation \( S \sim (109 \pm 10)\) nm, derived from these quantities the filling factor of the NW is \( f = (\pi / 2\sqrt{3}) (d/S)^2 = 0.106 \pm 0.015 \).
Fig. 3. (b) AFM scan of sample SA, fabricated under similar conditions but reducing the first anodization time to 3h instead of 72h (of sample SNi, Fig. 3a). Note that the hexagonal order is reduced and the disorder seems to increase as compared to sample SNi. From AFM images we estimate $d = (31 \pm 7)$nm and $S = (92 \pm 14)$nm, yielding $f = 0.103 \pm 0.03$.

2.3 Magnetic characterization by dc magnetization

The magnetization data was measured in a SQUID magnetometer and in a Lake Shore 7031 VSM.

Fig. 4. Left: Magnetization of the Ni NW array under an applied field (sample SNi, Fig. 2 and 3) measured parallel (blue circles) and perpendicular (black squares) to the NW. The remanent magnetization ($Mr$), coercive ($H_C$), and irreversibility ($H_{irr}$) fields are indicated. Right: same for sample SA.
Fig. 4 shows hysteresis loops measured on samples SNi and SA. In Fig. 4 we indicate $H_{C}$, the irreversibility field, $H_{irr}$ (for $|H|>|H_{irr}$ M is single-valued), and the remanent magnetization, $M_r$, which is close to 90% of saturation in these samples. This explains the large polarization observed in Fig. 3a by MF M after saturation. Ideally, in a uniaxial anisotropy system, the magnetization measured perpendicular to the easy axis should follow a linear behavior up to the saturation field, and this field should coincide with the anisotropy field, $H_A$. Observing Fig. 4 we notice that even though $M(H \perp NW)$ follows an almost-linear behavior at low $H$, it departs significantly from this behavior at larger fields making it difficult to define a unique value for $H_A$ from $M(H \perp NW)$. One of the interpretations of this effect resides on the fact that NWs, even though they can be well approximated as single-domains, do not behave internally as perfectly uniformly magnetized. The departure from an ideal Stoner-Wohlfarth model [Brown, 1963] is due to the fact that the NWs can reverse the magnetization by inducing nucleating a vortex intermediate state or a transverse magnetization mechanism that implies a non-uniform reversal [Allende et al., 2008; Hertel & Kirschner, 2004]. These mechanisms reduces the energy barrier which translates into a smaller $H_C$ from what would be the uniform-reversal value ($H_C = H_A$). Yet, in the saturated state it is possible to define an average anisotropy field, $H_A$. In this sense FMR is very helpful as it measures directly $H_A$. The anisotropy field determined using FMR for this sample [see below] is $H_A = 2.0(2)$ kOe, double than the coercive field, $H_C$. In sample SA the measured $H_A$ is also significantly larger than the coercive field.

### 2.4 Magnetic resonance setup

The experiments were carried out in a Bruker ESP300 spectrometer at room temperature. As usual we use field modulation (100Oe-100kHz) to obtain the absorption derivative spectrum. The microwave field is perpendicular to the NW. We will present data on the bands operating at 1.2, 9.4 and 34 GHz, commonly known as L, X and Q-bands.

### 3. Ferromagnetic resonance and blocking in nanomagnetism

For over a decade there has been a growing interest in microwave response of magnetic NWs, stemming from basic and applied research [Boucher et al., 2010; Darques et al., 2009; Fert & Piriaux, 1999]. One of the characteristic experiments in the microwave region (1-50GHz) is to study these nanostructured materials under a simultaneous presence of a uniform applied field, $H$, and an exciting microwave field usually applied perpendicular to $H$. The uniform field determines the natural precession frequency of the magnetization around the effective field which depends on: $H$, contributions due to shape anisotropy, dipolar interactions, crystal field, and magnetoelastic interactions. Ferromagnetic resonance (FMR) occurs when the microwave frequency matches the natural frequency of the magnetic system [Kittel, 2005]. The parameters that characterize a ferromagnetic system can be studied by measuring the power absorbed as a function of the microwave frequency and applied field, $H$. With the advent of vector analyzers (VNA) and microstrip exciting techniques microwave absorption can be studied conducted varying the frequency under a given $H$, or -as in the traditional FMR experiments- performed under a fixed frequency while sweeping $H$.

In apparent analogy with the FMR microwave absorption of nanoparticle systems stands the magnetic ac-susceptibility, $\chi_{ac}$, usually measured under $H = 0$. This technique has
been extensively used to study non-interacting nanoparticles [Dorman et al., 1997], spin-glass [Lundgren et al., 1983; Mydosh, 1993], and random-field [King et al., 1986; Ramos et al., 1988] systems as it yields information on the system dynamics. Performing $\chi_{ac}$ as a function of temperature, $T$, in magnetic nanoparticle systems it is found that below a certain $T$ the system is not able to respond to the alternating field, it is said that it “blocks”. This blocking temperature, $T_B$, depends logarithmically with the exciting frequency [Dorman et al., 1997]. Yet, a crucial difference between $\chi_{ac}$ and FMR is that the first technique is usually carried out at $H = 0$ while FMR is not. The implications of this decisive difference have been overlooked and lead some authors to the conclusion that “blocking” occurs in FMR [Antoniak et al., 2005; Berger et al., 2001; Lubitz et al., 2004; Sánchez et al., 1999; Trunova et al., 2009]. All these articles, dealing with magnetic nanoparticles, show that the ferromagnetic line broadens and its intensity decreases at low $T$, similarly to what is observed in $\chi_{ac}$ for $T < T_B$. Below we present data supporting the idea that the loss of FMR intensity observed is consistent with an effective anisotropy increase as $T$ is lowered, and that there is no evidence of blocking in FMR in the sense of the $\chi_{ac}$. We further explore the FMR response in the field region of magnetic hysteresis using one of the simplest nanomagnetic systems: single-domain magnetic NWs studied at three different exciting frequencies (1.2, 9.4 and 34.0 GHz) and as a function of the magnetic history of the sample.

### 3.1 Blocking in magnetic susceptibility

Magnetic systems possessing nearly degenerated energy minima are characterized by an extremely slow dynamics at low temperatures. This is evidenced in dc and ac susceptibility studies. Dispersed magnetic nanoparticles are among the simplest systems to study magnetic relaxation. Indeed, in these systems the magnetic relaxation depends on the anisotropy barrier, $E_B$, separating the two minima. For uniaxial anisotropy and zero applied field $E_B = KV$, where $K$ is the uniaxial anisotropy energy per unit volume and $V$ the particle volume. The characteristic time, $\tau$, a particle will take to flip its magnetic state from one minimum to the other will depend on this energy barrier and the thermal energy and is given by [Dorman et al., 1997]:

$$\tau = \tau_0 \exp \left( \frac{E_B}{kT} \right)$$

(1)

where $1/\tau_0 \approx 10^4$ s$^{-1}$ corresponds to a typical attempt frequency for reversal, $k$ is the Boltzmann constant and $T$ the temperature. As $\tau$ increases with decreasing $T$, for a given measuring time, $\tau_m$, there will be a temperature, $T_{Bm}$ at which the magnetic moment is no longer able to fluctuate between the two minima and will, therefore remain in one of them. This temperature, $T_{Bm}$ is called the “blocking temperature”. For a typical dc magnetization experiment $\tau_m \approx 100$ s, and from Eq.(1) it follow the estimation $25kT_B \approx KV$ that relates the zero-field anisotropy energy barrier with $T_B$.

Magnetization measurements as a function of temperature, $M(T)$, are performed under a small dc field. This procedure leads to clear differences of the magnetic moment measured below $T_B$ depending on whether the sample is cooled below $T_B$ under zero field (ZFC) or under a field-cooled (FC) condition, using in both cases the same small dc field for measuring. In ideal uniaxial-anisotropy nanoparticle systems the ZFC is characterized by a
much smaller magnetization at $T << T_B$ than the corresponding FC state, up to $T \approx T_B$ [De Biasi et al, 2008]. $T_B$ depends on the magnitude of $H$ and $T_B(H) \rightarrow 0$ when the Zeeman energy equals the anisotropy barrier. For $T < T_B$ these systems behave as ferromagnets and present magnetic hysteresis in the $M(H)$ cycles. The maximum field for which the two branches merge defines the irreversibility field, $H_{irr}$ above which the system reaches an unambiguous magnetic state (see Figure 4).

3.2 FMR dispersion relation

In traditional FMR experiments the dc field is swept while keeping a constant microwave exciting frequency. While the field is swept the eigenfrequency of the system varies according to the Smit and Beljers dispersion relation [Smit & Beljers 1955, Morrish, 2001]:

$$\left(\frac{\omega}{\gamma}\right)^2 = \frac{E_{\theta\theta}E_{\varphi\varphi} - E_{\theta\varphi}^2}{(M_S \sin \theta)^2} \bigg|_{\theta=\theta_0, \varphi=\varphi_0}$$

(2)

where $\omega = 2\pi v$, $v$ being the microwave frequency, $\gamma = g\mu_B/\hbar$ is the gyromagnetic factor, $M_S$ is the saturation magnetization, $E_{\theta\theta}$, $E_{\varphi\varphi}$, and $E_{\theta\varphi}$ are the second derivatives of the free energy ($E$) with respect to the spherical angles $(\theta, \varphi)$ evaluated at the magnetization equilibrium direction $(\theta_0, \varphi_0)$, which is obtained from the free energy setting the first derivatives to zero ($E_{\theta} = 0$ and $E_{\varphi} = 0$).

This eigenfrequency reduces to:

$$\omega = \gamma / M_s \sqrt{E_{\theta\theta}E_{\varphi\varphi}}$$

(3)

evaluated at the equilibrium positions for the cases considered in this work. Eq (3) indicates that eigenfrequency is proportional to the geometric mean of the energy curvature along two perpendicular directions: $\theta$ and $\varphi$. We hope to clarify this concept in the simplified model developed in the next sub-section.

3.3 Uniaxial anisotropy model

In order to show how the sample’s magnetic history affects the FMR, and compare this situation with the magnetic hysteresis cycle, we consider here a uniformly magnetized system with second order uniaxial anisotropy described by the free energy per unit volume, $E$:

$$E = -M_S H\sin \theta \cos (\varphi - \varphi_H) - K \sin^2 \theta \cos^2 \varphi$$

(4)

where $H$ is the external magnetic field applied in the $X$-$Y$ plane, $M_S$ and $K$ are the magnetization and anisotropy energy per unit volume, $\varphi$ is the magnetization angle away from the easy axis (considered parallel the $X$-axis) and $\varphi_H$ is the angle $H$ makes with the $X$ axis. This particular arrangement, represented in figure 5, describes a general case of a uniaxial magnetic anisotropy under an applied field and has the advantage of being mathematically simpler (solving $E_{\theta} = 0$, yields $\theta_0 = \pi/2$ in Eq. (2) as the magnetization equilibrium orientation).
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Fig. 5. Reference frame in which the NW axis coincides with the X direction. The magnetic field moves in the X-Y plane.

We will consider the application of $H$ parallel or antiparallel to the anisotropy axis ($\phi_H = 0, \pi$). In this way the magnetic system can be in either one of two states for $H < H_A$ ($H_A = 2K/M_S$). In this simplified model the coercive field, $H_C = H_A$.

Fig. 6. R1-R3 energy landscape as a function of $\phi$ for $\phi_H = 0$ (Eq. 4). L1 hysteresis cycle. L2 dispersion relation (Eq. 3). In panel L3 we show the calculated absorption derivative for the conditions: initial magnetization pointing along the applied field ($A \rightarrow B \rightarrow C$) in solid red line, and initial magnetization in the opposite sense ($A^* \rightarrow B^* \rightarrow C^*$) in blue dash line.
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In Figure 6 we represent the $M(H)$ hysteresis loop (L1). Decreasing $H$ from saturation ($C \rightarrow B \rightarrow A$) the magnetization will remain saturated in the positive direction down to the field $-H = H_A$, at which point it will reverse for $-H > H_A$ (full red line). Similarly, increasing $H$ from saturation in the negative direction (dashed blue curve) the magnetic state will follow the points $A^*$, $B^*$ and $C^*$. On the right panels R1-R3 we have plot the energy landscapes as a function of the magnetization direction, $\varphi$, for three different fields, $H/H_A = 0, 0.5$ and 1.1 applied along the easy axis, corresponding to the points A, B, and C. For zero applied field the energy minima at $\varphi = 0$ and $\varphi = \pi$ are equivalent (Figure 5 - R1). The sequence R1-R2-R3 follows the points A-B-C of the hysteresis loop for the field applied along the easy axis. Looking at the sequence R1 $\rightarrow$ R2 $\rightarrow$ R3 we see that the curvature, given by $E_{\varphi\varphi}$ increases for the equilibrium condition at $\varphi = 0$ for increasing $H$. If the magnetization was initially opposite to $H$ (points $A^*$, $B^*$), the energy curvature calculated at $\varphi = \pi$ will decrease with increasing $H$ up to the point at which there will be a single minimum, at $H = H_A$. Directly related with the energy curvature is the dispersion relation, drawn in Fig. 6 (L2) as full (red) and dash (blue) lines. The horizontal line in L2 corresponds to the microwave frequency, fixed in the traditional FMR experiment. The point at which the dispersion relation crosses this microwave frequency is the resonance field, $H_R$. Panel L3 shows the calculated microwave absorption derivative. To simulate the FMR spectra we used Netzelmann’s equations [Netzelmann, 1990] with $g = 2$ and $\alpha = 0.3$. Note that in Eq. 3 we have two possible equilibrium positions within the hysteresis cycle. Both equilibrium positions are, indeed, possible states. As shown in L2 when the magnetization is in the same sense as the applied field, the dispersion relation grows (full red line) with $H$, reaching the resonance condition at $H_R = \omega/\gamma - H_A$ (for $\omega/\gamma > H_A$). If, on the contrary, the sample is initially oppositely magnetized ($A^*$) and the field is increased, the dispersion relation decreases (following the curvature decrease observed in $B^*$, see R2), thus going away from the resonance condition (dash blue line in L2). The result, in the absorption spectrum calculated in L3, is the observation of a “tail”, as though the absorption occurred at negative fields. This “tail” would continue to decrease in increasing $H$ up to the irreversibility field at $H = H_A$ and would jump to the “normal” absorption (red solid line) at larger fields. Note that L3 indicates absorption occurs even at $H = 0$ within this simple model. This would be so long as the exciting microwave frequency and the natural frequency are close to each other (measured in linewidths units).

In spite of the simplicity of the model it describes some of the most significant features observed. Only within the irreversibility region we could expect to see the effects of the sample magnetic history. As shown in Figure 6-L2 there is a minimum frequency, $\nu = \gamma H_A 2\pi$, below which there will be no resonant microwave absorption, when $H$ is applied near the parallel direction. This defines an anisotropy gap. If the anisotropy gap increases (as is found in superparamagnetic nanoparticle systems) we may expect, in some cases, to reach the condition in which $H_A > \omega/\gamma$ and therefore the resonance condition would be lost for the parallel condition and for all directions close to the easy axis. The consequence would be a sudden intensity drop. Yet this effect cannot be related to the blocking: if it were so then experiments at higher frequencies would not be able to yield absorption signals, which is not what has been found in experiments [Ennas et al., 1998].
Comparison of the measured magnetization loop along the easy axis (Fig. 4) with a Stoner-Wohlfarth hysteresis cycle of Fig. 6-L1 indicates that the total magnetization switches progressively. As observed in the magnetic state in Fig. 3 bottom right, these NWs are pointing either up or down, and the total magnetization is the result of the addition of all the NWs contribution. Thus, we can talk about the NW "population" at $\varphi = 0$ and $\varphi = \pi$. Then, a phenomenological way to reproduce the measured hysteresis cycle is to consider that these populations change as a continuous function of the applied field. For this purpose we used a hyperbolic tangent of the applied field (offset by $H_C$) and adjusted the transition width to best reproduce the experimental data. Having a function that describes correctly the hysteresis cycle we proceeded to model the FMR response based in the simple model outlined in this section with the basic ingredient that the population of each well (amount of magnetization pointing parallel or antiparallel to the applied field) is a function of the applied field, set to reproduce the hysteresis cycle. This is what we describe in sub-section 3.6 and compare with experiments.

### 3.4 FMR dispersion relation and angular variation in Ni NW arrays

Using the expression for the energy given by Eq. (4) and evaluating Eq. (2) at the equilibrium angles $\theta_0 = \pi/2$ and $\varphi = \varphi_0$ the following dispersion is obtained:

$$\left(\frac{\omega}{\gamma}\right)^2 = [H \cos(\varphi - \varphi_H) + H_A \cos^2 \varphi][H \cos(\varphi - \varphi_H) + H_A \cos 2\varphi]$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

where $H_A = 2K/M_S$ is the anisotropy field. The observed angular variation at X band (9.4 GHz) of sample SNi is shown in Figure 7. The magnetic field that satisfies Eq. (5) is the resonant field.

For the particular conditions $H// \text{ and } \perp$ to the wires Eq. (5) adopts the expressions:

$$\frac{\omega}{\gamma} = H + H_A$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)

for $H_A > 0$ and $H// \text{ easy axis}$

If $H$ is applied with the magnetization pointing initially opposite then, for the limited region within the hysteresis cycle where the magnetization is reversed, Eq. 6 changes to $(\omega/\gamma) = H_A - H$ as discussed previously in relation to Fig. 6-L2.

For the particular condition $H\perp$ to the wires Eq. (5) adopt the following expressions:

$$\left(\frac{\omega}{\gamma}\right)^2 = (H_A^2 - H^2)$$  \hspace{1cm} (7a)

for $H < H_A$ and $H \perp \text{ easy axis}$

and

$$\left(\frac{\omega}{\gamma}\right)^2 = H(H - H_A)$$  \hspace{1cm} (7b)

for $H > H_A > 0$ and $H \perp \text{ easy axis}$
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On the Behavior of Ni Magnetic Nanowires as Studied by FMR and the Effect of “Blocking”

Fig. 7. Angular variation of sample FMR spectra obtained at 9.4 GHz (X-Band). The directions // and \perp\ indicate the conditions for which the field is applied parallel and perpendicular to the wires, respectively. The dots indicate the resonance field. Upper right inset: resonance field as a function of the externally applied field angle, \phi. The full line is a non-linear least-square fit to the experimental data.

Using a non-linear least-square routine to fit the phenomenological parameters of Eq(6) from the observed angular variation, we obtained the following values for this sample: \(H_A = 1.99 \pm 0.08\) kOe and \(g = 2.19 \pm 0.04\). The g-factor is consistent with the Ni bulk value \(g = (2.18-2.21)\) reported in the literature [Farle, 1998] and with previously reported values for Ni NWs [Ebels et al., 2001; Ramos et al., 2004a; 2004b]. Dipolar interactions among the wires decrease the effective anisotropy. Indeed, for the case of a homogeneous porous membrane filled with NWs, with filling factor \(f\): \(H_A \approx 2\pi M_S (1-3f)\), where \(M_S\) is the saturation magnetization per unit volume. In our case \(f = 0.106 \pm 0.015\) and for \(M_S = 485\) G we obtain \(H_A = 2.1 \pm 0.2\) kOe, consistent with the measured value (an isolated single domain NW would be expected to have \(H_A = 2\pi M_S = 3.0\) kOe, thus dipolar interactions seem to account for the experimentally measured \(H_A\).

Apart from this remarkable agreement there are some small features in the absorption derivative spectra that we consider now. In the main panel of Figure 7, signaled by \(\downarrow\), we have indicated a low-field absorption which is more clearly observed away from the parallel direction. This low-field absorption distorts the main line, particularly at intermediate angles between the // and \perp\ directions, thus we did not use these points in the fit (the range of 40-70 degrees away from the easy axis). Li et al. [Li et al., 2005] claim that head-on domains as the ones responsible for this low-field line, particularly in the \(H\perp\) NW condition. An alternative explanation for the broad absorption observed in this direction is that a “tail” of the dispersion relation given in Eq. 7b would be the origin for this low-field “line”, particularly in the perpendicular direction (see Fig. 8). In Figure 9 we have drawn the dispersion relation for several angles, and particularly the dispersion relation given by Eq. 7b and 7a using the parameters measured for this sample. In order to test the hypothesis of a non-resonant contribution to the absorption that could come from the Eq. 7b, we have plot in Figure 9 the
calculated effect on the FMR spectrum for \( H < H_A \) (Eq. 7b) and for \( H > H_A \) (Eq. 7a) and compare this calculation with the experimental data. The agreement is remarkable despite the fact that the dispersion relation, does not soften down to \( \omega = 0 \) [Encinas-Oropesa et al., 2001]. The fact that the dispersion relation does not soften down to reach \( \omega = 0 \) in the hard direction may be connected to the shortcomings of describing all the magnetic spins in a NW as performing a uniform precession characterized by a single uniaxial anisotropy.

Another feature, indicated with an asterisk in the FMR spectra of Figure 7, is pointing to an absorption occurring at fields higher than the main resonance in the condition \( H//NWs \). We speculate this absorption may be due to a mode localized near the NW ends. If so the intensity of this absorption should decrease with increasing NW length. While this is not apparent in the data of [Ramos et al., 2004a], it turns out that this higher-field absorption decays, in comparison with the main line, as \( 1/L \), where \( L \) is the NW length.

As mentioned previously maximum power absorption occurs when the eigen-frequency matches the exciting microwave frequency at the resonance condition (Fig. 8). This condition is met at \( H = H_R \), the resonance field. As long as \( H_R > H_{irr} \), the resonance spectrum does not depend on the magnetic sample history. In magnetic NW arrays in the region \( H < H_{irr} \) the microwave absorption may depend on the magnetic history [Ramos et al., 2007; De la Torre Medina et al., 2010] as explained in the previous subsection.

Fig. 8. Dispersion relation \( \omega/\gamma \) vs \( H \) of an ideal uniaxial ferromagnet, for \( H// \) easy-axis (straight blue line - Eq 6) and \( H \perp \) easy-axis (dashed red line, Eq. 7a,b). Two additional dispersion relations corresponding to \( H \) applied at 30 and 60 degrees off the easy axis are drawn as full black lines. The \( \omega/\gamma = H_S \) gap, at \( H = 0 \), is indicated by a vertical double-tip arrow. For \( H/> \) easy-axis the resonance condition for 9.4 GHz (X-Band) is reached below the irreversibility field, \( H_{irr} \) (see Fig. 4). The \( \omega/\gamma \) corresponding to 1.2 GHz (L-Band), 9.4 GHz (X-Band) and \( g = 2.2 \) are indicated as horizontal lines. We have also drawn a schematic Lorentzian line centered at the gap, corresponding to the absorption as a function of frequency for \( H = 0 \). This absorption profile was drawn considering a third axis coming out of the paper.
In Figure 8 we have marked a hysteretic region covering $|H| < H_{irr} = 2.2\text{kOe}$, indicated as a hatched rectangle on $H$-axis. Below $H_{irr}$, a hysteretic behavior is observed in the magnetization data and in the FMR spectra LB and XB only. Changing the exciting frequency (L, X or Q band) we may choose situations in which the exciting frequency is below the gap (L-band), near the gap (X-band) and above it (Q-band).

A Lorentzian absorption profile is drawn in Fig. 8 centered at $H = 0$, the intensity of this Lorentzian is schematically shown as a third axis. For a fixed $H$ as function of $\omega/\gamma$ we expect to find an absorption similar to this shape, the position of the maximum changes with $H$ following closely the dispersion relation, as has been experimentally observed [Encinas-Oropesa et al., 2001]. We observed absorption at $H = 0$ at L-Band and at X-Bands as the line-width superimposes with the exciting frequency.

To simulate the FMR spectra in the case $H \perp$ NW we consider a Lorentzian absorption centered at a field given by the dispersion relation. The field at which the dispersion relation reaches its minimum ($H = H_A$) corresponds to the minimum of the absorption derivative. This simple model (Fig. 9: blue dash-line) follows well the observed experimental results (blue solid line). For simulating the $H//\perp$ NW spectrum we considered a low-intensity additional line centered near 2.5kOe, and the fact that a small portion of the NW are inverted near $H = 0$, as indicated by the remanent magnetization being 90% of its full value. This partial non-saturation explains, at least partially, the observation of a low-field peak (0.4 kOe) smaller than the high-field (1.6kOe) peak. We will return to the the simulation within the irreversibility region in 3.6.

Fig. 9. FMR spectra of sample SNi (9.4 GHz) for $H//\perp$ to the NWs. The main line position is well described by a single anisotropy field (Eq. 6 and 7). The dash lines are fits considering the dispersion relation with a suitable width. In both cases the zero-field absorption is well reproduced by this simple model.

Many of these low-field effects associated to the proximity of the anisotropy gap disappear when the sample is studied at higher frequencies. We show results of the data obtained at
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34.0GHz on the two samples SNi and SA. One of the difference between SNi and SA is its local order, which is greater in sample SNi. In Fig 10 we show the measured angular variation and peak-to-peak line-width, $\Delta H_{pp}$.

The fits of Eq. 5 to the data shown in the left panel of Fig. 10 yield $g = (2.16 \pm 0.03)$ and $(2.20 \pm 0.02)$ for sample SNi and SA respectively, and the effective anisotropy fields $H_A = (2.1 \pm 0.2)\, \text{kOe}$ and $(2.49 \pm 0.08)\, \text{kOe}$ for SNi and SA respectively. The $g$-value is consistent with the reported values for Ni. The larger value for the anisotropy field in sample SA may be related with a smaller filling factor suggested by the AFM images. As these NWs have aspect ratios $\sim 30$ and $\sim 80$ for sample SA and SNi respectively, the self-demagnetizing factor along the wire length is negligible. The observed departure from the isolated value $H_A = 2\pi M_s = 3.08\, \text{kOe}$ can be attributed to dipolar interactions, as has been clearly established previously [Ebels et al., 2001; Encinas-Oropesa et al., 2001; Ramos et al., 2004a; 2004b]. There is no indication of tension along the wires, as characterized by X-Ray diffraction in Figure 2 [Vassallo Brigneti, 2009]. Even though the NW grow textured along the [110] direction the crystal field is small ($\sim 0.2\, \text{kOe}$), which cannot explain the relatively large linewidths observed in Fig 10 right panel. Ebels et al. suggest a Gilbert-damping contribution to $\Delta H_{pp} \sim 0.4\, \text{kOe}$ independent of angle should be present. Other sources of line broadening can come from variations in the filling factor, $f$, and from NW misalignment with the AAO surface. This last option, however, can be discarded. Indeed, NW misalignment would produce a maximum at the angle of maximum variation of the resonance field with $\varphi_H$, which cannot explain the relatively large linewidths observed in Fig 10 right panel. Ebels et al. suggest a Gilbert-damping contribution to $\Delta H_{pp}$ and we obtained, for sample SNi: $\Delta f/f = (18 \pm 6)\%$, an
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angular dispersion of (0 ± 3)deg, and a base-line-width of 0.87kOe. The blue line with sharp minima on the right corresponds to this fit [Vassallo Brigneti, 2009]. A similar discussion regarding this type of fit was also considered by Ebels et al, 2001. A simple calculation indicates that the demagnetizing field when the sample is polarized along the NW, depends on the average filling factor, \( f \), and not on the “local” disorder [Vassallo Brigneti, 2009]. More difficult to explain with variations in \( f \) alone is the absolute maximum observed in \( \Delta H_{pp} \) of sample SA in the condition \( H \perp \text{NW} \). Previously we considered geometrical local disorder as the main cause for this increased linewidth observed in the perpendicular direction [Vázquez et al., 2005]. More recently we have realized that consideration of local deformations from the ideal cylindrical shape of the NWs is very effective in producing large variations of the resonance field in the perpendicular direction, much more than in the parallel direction [Vassallo Brigneti, 2009]. This correlates the observed maximum at \( H \perp \text{NW} \) with the larger lattice disorder [Vassallo Brigneti, 2009].

3.5 Consequences on the FMR applied to nanoparticles

In non-interacting superparamagnetic nanoparticle systems magnetization follows a \((H/T)\)-scaling behavior. Thermal fluctuations decrease the effective uniaxial anisotropy field, \( H_{Aeff} \). This \( H_{Aeff} \) increases as the \( T \) is reduced while preserving the uniaxial symmetry [De Biasi et al., 2003; Dorman et al., 1997; Pujada et al., 2003; Raikher & Stepanov, 1994]. If we consider an initial anisotropy gap smaller than the exciting frequency (as in Figure 8 for X-Band and the gap shown), we may expect an increase of the effective anisotropy field as \( T \) is lowered [De Biasi et al., 2003; Raikher & Stepanov, 1994] and the condition of a gap larger than \( \omega/\gamma \) is likely to be reached. As the anisotropy gap exceeds the microwave frequency the nanoparticles whose easy axes are close to the direction of the applied field will not longer reach the resonance condition. We concluded this is what happens in some nanoparticles at low temperature [DeBiasi et al., 2004; 2005] that evidence an intensity drop as the effective anisotropy field becomes greater than \( \omega/\gamma \). In previous works [Antoniak et al., 2005; Berger et al., 2001; Sánchez et al., 1999] this intensity loss was associated with “blocking” in the sense that the magnetic system was not able to follow the microwave excitation frequency \( \nu \approx 10^{10} \text{GHz (X band)} \) below this “blocking” temperature. If that would be the case then, at the same temperature, the system would not be able to show any sign of resonance at a higher frequency, such as Q-band (35GHz), which is not the case (see also, [Ennas et al, 1998]). In this work we use this ideal “blocked” Ni NWs to study the system at three different frequencies and as a function of the sample history.

In spite of the apparent restrictive case of ferromagnetic NW we want to emphasize that the consequences on the line-shape and resonance condition of other ferromagnets with large uniaxial anisotropy is straight forward [De Biasi et al., 2003; Winkler et al., 2004]. In these cases the FMR spectra could be satisfactorily accounted for as a collection of randomly-oriented uniaxial ferromagnets. This line-shape can be readily distinguished from paramagnetic phases [Winkler et al., 2007; Likodimos & Pissas, 2007; Tovar et al., 2008] that coexist in the material, such the case of mixed-valence manganites. Indeed, this phase coexistence seems to be the cause of the large magnetoresistance effects observed in these colossal-magneto-resistance materials (CMR).

3.6 FMR results in the irreversible region

In this section we present FMR results on sample SNi, characterized in Fig 1-4. The sample under study is made up of individual NWs subject to its own shape anisotropy, and dipolar
interactions among them. This sample is constituted of NW which can be approximated as single domain uniaxial ferromagnets which are “blocked” -in the sense of magnetic nanoparticles- and have the virtue of being aligned along the NW direction.

Two spectra types are shown in Figure 11: one in which the sample initial magnetization is polarized in the same direction as the field sweep ($H_{//}\text{Mi}$, blue circles in Fig. 11, which we will call DP, for direct polarization), and a second experiment ($H_{//}\text{-Mi}$, red triangles in Fig. 11, referred to as RP for reverse polarization) in which the sample is initially polarized in the reverse direction of the field sweep.

![Graph](image)

Fig. 11. FMR for sample SNi measured at three different frequencies, 34.0, 9.4 and 1.2 GHz, corresponding to Q, X and L-bands respectively. All data was obtained at room temperature in the condition $H_{//}\text{NW}$ after saturation in the same direction, and therefore the remanent magnetization is in the same direction as the field ($H_{//}\text{Mi}$, blue circles) and the reverse initial magnetization ($H_{//}\text{-Mi}$, open red triangles). The black (and red) full lines correspond to the model detailed in the text.
The RP was obtained using a compensating coil and reducing the field after saturation to \((0.0 \pm 0.1) \text{ Oe}\), as measured by the Hall sensor that regulates \(H\). Afterwards the sample was rotated by 180 degrees while the magnet was kept at \(H = 0\) and then the condition RP could be achieved. No significant changes where observed between DP and RP at 34GHz, particularly below \(H_{\text{irr}}\), therefore we only plot the DP spectrum. A significant difference between DP and RP is observed below \(H_{\text{irr}}\) at 9.4 and 1.2 GHz. At \(H = H_{\text{irr}}\) DP and RP merge into a single signal. More remarkably, the signal is initially positive in the condition \(H//M_i\) at X band and negative under the same condition in L-Band. Particularly at L-Band it is very helpful to record simultaneously a DPPH g–marker, as it indicates the field and is an intrinsic calibration of the instrument phase, therefore indicates clearly that the initial signal is negative. The full lines correspond to a fit of the model described in association with Figure 6. The model consists of: 1) finding a phenomenological function to reproduce the measured total magnetization as the sum of independent contributions (populations) from different NWs whose magnetization projection can only be DP or RP as a function of \(H\), 2) following the dispersion relation for the DP (RP) branch that corresponds to the full-line (dash-line) of Fig. 6-L2, with its population as a function of \(H\); 3) adding algebraically the two contributions centered at their natural frequencies.

The agreement is very good for L-Band, excellent in DP X-Band, and good in RP X-Band, considering the simplicity of the model. For Q-Band it indicates no difference between DP and RP should be expected, in accordance with experiment. Only coherent rotation has been considered in this model. Other mechanisms that could contribute to the microwave absorption in the irreversible region have not been taken into account.

4. Conclusion

In this chapter we have reviewed some of the characteristics of Ni ferromagnetic nanowires grown by electrodeposition into AAO membranes of very good uniformity. A uniaxial anisotropy model was detailed and some results of FMR were show to be consistent with small variations in the filling factors indicating dipolar interactions compete with the uniaxial character of the magnetic anisotropy. Furthermore, the measured filling factors indicate small variations in the magnetic anisotropy between samples could be associated with these subtle structural changes in the AAO matrix. We showed that a contribution to the FMR line-widths can be originated in fluctuations in the porosity or filling factors of the sample, particularly in the condition \(H//\text{NW}\). On the other hand, local distortions from the cylindrical shape would affect more strongly the line-width in the perpendicular condition.

The most important result of this work is that there is no blocking in ferromagnetic resonance in the way in which is normally used in AC susceptibility, essentially because FMR is not performed at \(H = 0\). In many cases the applied field is higher than the irreversibility field (Fig. 4) and this condition defines a single energy minimum, therefore the system will be performing small oscillations around this minimum because the magnetization tends to relax extremely fast to the equilibrium position [Kittel, 2005]. What many researchers have believed (ourselves included in the past! [Sánchez et al., 1999]) to be caused by “blocking” can be explained as being caused by the effective anisotropy field as a function of temperature growing larger than the characteristic exciting frequency, \(\omega/\gamma\), and thus not being able to excite resonantly the material at any applied field. In this sense the Ni NW are
an excellent system to study the response far above (Q-Band), above and near (X-Band), and below (L-Band) the anisotropy field gap.
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